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Autonomous vehicles are key to increasing safety and 
reducing costs in driving and navigation. They also serve as 
an engaging example of artificial intelligence and robotics that 
can drive interest in the fields. However, they are relatively 
expensive and inaccessible.

This project tackles this with custom autonomous JetBot 
vehicles powered by NVIDIA Jetson Nano:

● Demonstrating applications in autonomous driving and 
navigation

● Computer vision AI techniques: classification, object 
detection

● Developing much less costly JetBots than commercial 
JetBot kits that are commonly used, increasing the 
accessibility of machine learning robotics explorations
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Training Process
Basic process:

1. Data collection – Image capture (GStreamer)
2. Annotation – Computer Vision Annotation Tool (CVAT) 

bounding boxes for detection, or simple grouping of 
images for classification

3. Training – PyTorch code from Jetson-Inference
4. Inference – Original code powered by TensorRT

The New JetBot
Commercial: $350 New: $220

37% cheaper
Same autonomous 
driving capabilities

Clearly documented 
building steps

Computer Vision Tasks
● Navigating intersection (running on 

track): road following, sign detection
● Car following
● Corridor navigation
● Collision avoidance

Goal: Apply stereo vision (dual camera) with 
ROS packages to enable SLAM (simultaneous 
localization and mapping) and navigation on 
the JetBot – e.g., navigating through hallways 
in a building to a desired destination.

We have attempted this ROS package flow 
that generates a depth map and point cloud 
before attempting to use it for SLAM:

Car following:
Goal: Detect and follow another JetBot in front of the camera

● Capture 100 images of a new orange car using the camera 
of the JetBot

● Label the images using CVAT
● Export as a visual object class dataset and train a object 

detection model using PyTorch code from Jetson-Inference
● Convert the saved PyTorch model to Open Neural Network 

Exchange (ONNX) model
● Develop a Python program that instructs the JetBot to move 

based on the position of another orange JetBot detected 
and shown in camera feed

However, we have run into multiple issues:
● Camera synchronization requires a camera driver that, 

along with cheap cameras, leads to poor image quality
● The Jetson Nano regularly crashes in the process
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New JetBot Setup:
Goal: Fully compatible with the track (intersection) navigation 
program used in our previous JetBot model

● Accurately detect green and orange lines on the track, and 
follow the instruction based on the color of the line

● Accurately detecting and responding to road signs like left 
turns, right turns, and U-turns and executing specific 
actions for each sign and then seamlessly returning to 
following the road line

We have moved to the more powerful Jetson Orin Nano to deal 
with the crashes. However, the first issue persists, so we have 
switched to a Realsense depth camera.

We have found much better results 
with stereo image processing, and 
we will continue to test the SLAM 
package and set up the ROS 
navigation stack.

Corridor navigation:
Goal: Drive a JetBot through a corridor without relying on line 
instructions

● Capture 3000 images of the left and right side of the wall 
and the road

● Organize the images into three folders with the names Left, 
Right, and Straight, and split them into training (80%), 
testing (10%), and validation (10%) sets to train a 
classification model

● Develop a Python program that enables JetBot to move 
based on the direction of the camera it is facing

We have successfully demonstrated several different 
autonomous driving tasks using AI computer vision 
techniques on the JetBot. We have also designed and 
constructed many inexpensive JetBots and documented the 
setup steps clearly, increasing the accessibility of robotics 
and AI, especially to educational programs that can increase 
interest in these fields.

In the future, we hope to further enhance the AI capabilities of 
these JetBots, spread our work to promote the accessibility 
and use of JetBots, and complete development navigation 
abilities with stereo vision on a higher-end version of the 
JetBot.


